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The original design of WER-230 units consisted of a single
common system EEPS (essential electric power supply system) per
unit. The establishment of redundancy 2 x 100% EEPS was a
global task. The task was started during the „ Small
reconstruction " - MR VI, continued in „ Gradual reconstruction"
and finished in the year 2000.

1. Electrical systems (ELE)

The original design of WER-230 units consisted of a single common system EEPS
per unit. The establishment of 2 x 100% EEPS (essential electric power supply system) was a
global task in the „Directive of Bohunice Director" in the ELECTRIC part. The task was
started during the „Small reconstruction" when basic steps were done, namely:

• modification of the vital power supply system of Category I, including replacement of
accumulator battery

• increase of source capacity of essential power system of Category II by 100%

• establishment of a new source of Category II

• provision of redundancy 2 x 100% at 6 kV level and section buses

1.1 The objective of the „Gradual reconstruction"

The objective of the „Gradual reconstruction" was to fulfil tasks in „Appendix II
section 5.2 Electric power supply" in the ÚJD SR Decision No. 1/94

Principle task:

• To establish at least two redundant, fully independent trains of essential and vital power
supply systems of Categories I and II resistant against seismicity and flooding.
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Other measures:

• analyses of sufficiency of accumulator batteries during 120 minutes as a minimum

• replacement of 6 kV drive protections

• analysis of the reliability increase of power supplies (including Category II of essential
power supply) using hydro plant Madunice

• analysis of reliability improvement in the unit power output in relation to the use of
generator breakers, including reliability improvement of electric protections for power
output

• analysis of reliability for the protection of drives and valves performing safety related
functions

Within Basic Engineering, units 1 and 2 of the VI Bohunice plant were reviewed in
details in 1994-1995 and a significant potential for improving functions, hardware innovations
and additions was defined. In the field of electric systems, the following measures were
defined for both reactor units:

• to modernize extensively emergency power supply of alternating electricity

• to install new components of non-interruptible power supply of alternating electricity

• to separate electric equipment functionally and physically into redundancies separated by
fire protection barriers

• to strengthen essential buses 6 kV

• to resolve interconnection of 6 kV busbars at the points of civil construction dilatation

joints in a flexible, anti seismic manner

• to separate safely the emergency power supply from normal grid in the case of emergency
power supply

• to implement new cabling for loads with safety functions

• to replace 0.4 kV equipment of emergency power supply and transformers for emergency
power supply

• to replace auxiliary and control equipment for diesel aggregates of emergency power
supply

• to resolve sensors for starting emergency sources in a new manner

• to reduce DG loading automatically in the case of a failure to start a single (out of two)

diesel generator

• to provide plant power supply from external source of alternating electricity in the case of a
collapse of electric grid

• to innovate the evaluation systems for reactor coolant pump active power for reactor scram
(HO)
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1.2 The modifications implemented

The following measures were taken to meet the principle objective.

Non-interruptible power supply

In this field, new qualified rectifiers, rotating sources of non-interruptible electric
energy and 0,4 kV buses were installed. Simultaneously it was necessary to resolve the issue
of inadequate functional and physical separation of reactor units and redundancies, as well as
separation of systems. This was achieved by civil construction modifications and by
rebuilding the existing rooms.

Strengthening of 6 kV buses

The whole bus was strengthened seismically. Due to adding new process systems, it
was necessary to extend the bus and re-allocate safety non-significant loads to non-essential
(non-system) buses. New 6 kV breakers for the new emergency loads and system breakers
with new qualified control were added. Interconnection to back-up grid and normal power
supply for safe separation of the emergency power supply by means of two breakers were also
added. The breakers separating the back-up buses have new qualified control.

All the original consumers were completely re-furnished in their control parts.

Diesel equipment of the emergency power supply

In order to improve reliability, the following auxiliary equipment was replaced by
qualified components at the existing diesel aggregates:

• hydraulic-electronic speed controller (WOODWARD)

• controller of active power distribution (WOODWARD)

• excitation facility (Thyripart)

• protections of generators and diesels (SIEMENS)

• buses for DG power supply

• operational control was replaced by a new control system (SIMATIC S 5)

. Using this new equipment, while maintaining the old diesel aggregates, significantly
better conditions in the emergency power supply were achieved, enhancement of speed
control and parallel co-operation of the pair of diesel generators under both static and dynamic
modes were achieved. The distribution of active power between DGs running in parallel
exceeds considerably the criteria required in the past. Shortening of the time interval for
starting DG was achieved.

The control of diesel generators in the case of an accident is completely new and is
provided by means of ESFAS.
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Replacement of emergency busbars 0,4 kV and transformers (T2X.ď)

The replacement of buses was necessary due to the increased amount of redundant
loads, extensive changes in the power supply of auxiliary buses that had to be split into
redundancies, as well as due to a gradual replacement of a part of buses resulting from the
gradual reconstruction of the particular process (technology) systems. The new buses increase
the operational reliability and availability significantly.

To this end, it was necessary to develop new bus outputs based on the old circuit
schemes in such a way that it would be possible to connect the remaining operational control
with annunciations in a non-modified form, and it would be also possible to implement new
qualified control. A team consisting of qualified staff from Bohunice, VÚJE and Siemens was
working on the development of this special problem for a year. Based on the results of this
team, Siemens designed and produced special hardware variants of the outputs. A testing
model was built in Erlangen laboratory to qualify and demonstrate the performance
capabilities and all possible operational cases were verified. The new buses consisting of a
module with ejecting structure 8PU have been in operation and meet all the requirements
specified.

Cabling

• new seismically resistant cable structures were built

• existing cable structures were strengthened seismically

• new cable penetrations into controlled zone and confinement were built

• fire separation of cable rooms was improved up to F90

Other measures in electric systems for nuclear safety upgrading

• All safety drives, valve drives and operational important drives have new systems of
electric protections as an analysis of protection showed certain deficiencies in this field. A
philosophy was accepted ensuring the operation for a long time following an accident.

• The safety related buses also have new system of electric protections.

• Analysis of the power supply for EEPS + VS, ES and of back-up power supply confirmed
the adequate reliability. The incorporation *of generator breakers would not provide a
relevant contribution to the reduction of the core melt probability. In order to improve the
probability of transfer from normal power supply to back-up one, the quality of the
automatic fest transfer scheme (AZR) was improved.

• The reliability of the operation of 6 kV buses was improved by transferring power supply
of 6/0,4 kV transformers designed for the back-up power supply to the normal power
supply buses.

• The reliability of switching off the 6 kV emergency power supply buses was improved by
duplicating breakers.

• Plant power supply from a third source was implemented.

• Functional independence between the system (of essential) power supply buses and non-
essential power supply buses was provided.
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implemented.

Outline scheme of changes in electric power supply

1.3 Meeting the objectives

The successful implementation of these comprehensive measures met all the objectives
required. The equipment providing safety relevant functions is new and qualified. Full
redundancy of 2 x 100% in the field of electric power supply was achieved, undue relations
between the units and redundancies were eliminated. These requirements were checked by
comprehensive tests during unit start-up. They proved that the reactor unit is able to run
without degradation of its performance even in the case of a loss of power supply for any bus
in either essential or vital power supply system of the Category I or II.

By implementing these extensive measures, both reactor units at VI Bohunice have
achieved such safety level that no restrictions for their operation exist during the remaining
operating lifetime.
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